EANES electronic bibliographies

I Ancient Near Eastern Studies

The Oxford Bibliographies Online is not comprehensive for the subject and the following subject-specific online bibliographies should be used in the first instance.

There is no comprehensive online bibliography for ANES. All existing online bibliographies for this subject cover philology.

1. Keilschrift Bibliography Online (KeiBi):
   The contains all entries from the journal Orientalia (N.S. Bd 9, 1940-) that concern cuneiform texts. Due to copyright the current issue of Orientalia can only be added in the following year.

2. Bibliography of Sumerian literature:
   http://cdli.ox.ac.uk/wiki/doku.php?id=bibliography_of_sumerian_literature

3. Hethitische Bibliographie:
   http://www.hethport.uni-wuerzburg.de/hetbib/hetbib_abfrageF.php

4. Systematik zur Hethitischen Bibliographie:
   https://www.hethport.uni-wuerzburg.de/hetbibsys/obsah.php

A useful tool for monitoring new publications in ANES is Recent publications in Assyriology, covering the full breadth of the subject:
http://cdli.ox.ac.uk/wiki/doku.php?id=recent_publications
II Egyptology

Due to the existence of the comprehensive Online Egyptological Bibliography (OEB) the Oxford Bibliographies Online (OBO) make no attempt to cover this subject comprehensively but refer the user to the OEB instead.

The OEB holds the largest available collection of references in Egyptological literature and is updated nearly every day. It includes the records and abstracts from the Annual Egyptological Bibliography (AEB, 1947-2001), combined with the Bibliographie Altägypten (BA, 1822-1946), the Aigyptos database with keywords, and more than 25,000 further items. Coverage is from 1822 to the present. As of July 2018 the OEB had more than 137,000 entries online.

Finding and searching the OEB on SOLO:

- Sign in to SOLO with your Single Sign On (SSO).
- Carry out an Advanced search for "Online Egyptological Bibliography" and limit the Resource Type to "Databases" in the drop down menu:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Any field contains Online Egyptological bibliography</th>
<th>Resource Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AND Any field contains Online Egyptological bibliography</td>
<td>Databases</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Click on the green "Online access" which takes you directly to the eresource:
The database offers a wide range of search options catering for various datasets one brings to the search. E.g. the "Structured Search" is the advanced search option where you can enter a combination of data, limit the publication year as well as the dataset to be searched.

- Most of the entries contain a summary and keywords which can be accessed by clicking on the arrow in front of the author’s name.

OEB 43240 (AEB 1998.0907)

Assmann, Jan 1998. Mono-, pan-, and cosmotheism: thinking the 'one' in Egyptian theology. Orient 33, 130-149. Export >>

It is further possible to export the bibliographic data.

- OEB staff welcomes feedback and titles which are not yet included in the database.

Submit a new title

This form allows you to submit a new title to the OEB database. Please note that your entry will not be immediately visible online. Titles are reviewed and may be adjusted to OEB house style before release on the website.

Alternatively, to provide feedback about the OEB, please click here.

Your Name *
Your Email *
Reference type: Please select type to proceed
Digital Topographical Bibliography (TopBib):

Seven volumes of the *Topographical Bibliography* list all known sites in Egypt together with their bibliographic references. As a trial a section on Royal Statues from vol. 8 has been added together with the new references from books published since the of col. 8 has been released. This material has now been made available online at:

http://topbib.griffith.ox.ac.uk//index.html

- **TASK**: find the bibliography for the Temple of Amenhotep III in Elkab
  - Identify the correct volume
  - Find the respective pages